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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ) SHEET FOR ACT 206  

In 2011, the state of Hawai‘i enacted Act 206 to protect the employment rights of victims of domestic and sexual 

violence by: (1) prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of domestic or sexual violence victim status 

under H.R.S. chapter 378, part I “Discriminatory Practices”; and (2) amending H.R.S. chapter 378, part VI, 

formerly titled “Victims Leave" and renamed “Victims Protections”, to add a sub-part requiring employers to 

make reasonable accommodations for employees who are victims of domestic or sexual violence.  Act 206 takes 

effect on January 1, 2012. 

 

Q.  Which employees are covered by these laws? 

A.  Any employee who is a victim of domestic or sexual violence is covered by the law, regardless of how long 

she or he has worked for the employer or how many hours per week the employee works.  An employee, whose 

minor child is a victim of domestic or sexual violence, is protected by Act 206, as well as job applicants.   

 

Q.  Which employers are covered by these laws? 

A.  Under H.R.S. chapter 378, part I, Hawaii’s employment discrimination law applies to all employers who have 

one or more employees.  This includes the State of Hawai‘i, the counties, and employment agencies.  The United 

States as an employer is not covered by these laws.  Under H.R.S. 378, part VI, the Victims Leave law, the 

number of victim leave days available depends on the size of the employer, up to 5 days or 30 days of unpaid 

victim leave per calendar year. 

 

Q.  What is the definition of a victim of domestic or sexual violence?    

A Any individual who is a victim of domestic abuse, sexual assault, or stalking is protected.  This is the same 

definition used in the Victims Leave law.   

 

Q.  I’m being harassed at work by my abuser.  What can I do? 

A.  You can ask your employer to provide you with a reasonable safety accommodation, such as: 

� Allowing leave time so you can go to court, seek assistance from a victim services organization or 

medical treatment, move, or take other steps to deal with the abuse 

� Allowing a flexible or modified work schedule 

� Changing your work telephone number or extension, or e-mail address 

� Keeping your home or business address or phone number confidential 

� Transferring you to a different desk, shift or work site 

� Having security or the front desk help make sure your abuser cannot come inside 

� Providing other reasonable security measures at the workplace 
 

The reasonable safety accommodations are separate from steps you can take on your own.  For more 

information, contact Hawaii State Coalition Against Domestic Violence, http://www.hscadv.org/.  If you believe 

that you are in immediate danger, CALL 911.  

 

Q.  What if after I request a reasonable safety accommodation, my employer asks me to prove that I am a 

victim of domestic or sexual violence? 

A.  An employer may grant an employee a reasonable safety accommodation based on the employee’s 

statement that he or she is a victim of domestic or sexual violence.  However, an employer is allowed to request 

written proof of victim status.  This proof, or “certification,” can be any of the following: 

� A document from law enforcement or the courts, such as a police report or protective order  



 

 

� A letter from an attorney or advocate for you or your minor child 

� A letter from a counselor, domestic violence or sexual assault victim services provider 

� A letter from a health care professional 

� A letter from a clergy member 
 

Any of these forms of documentation is sufficient, and your employer cannot tell you which document to provide.   

 

Q.  What if the accommodation request would impose an undue hardship on the employer? 

A.  An undue hardship is something that would cause significant difficulty or expense for the employer.  In 

determining significant difficulty or expense, many factors are considered including the employer’s size and 

resources, the type of operation, and the number, type and locations of the employer’s facilities.  These factors 

will be balanced against the nature and cost of the accommodation requested by the employee.   
 

If the request would impose an undue hardship on the employer, the accommodation need not be provided.  In 

this case, the employer should work with the employee to determine if there are other less burdensome 

accommodations that would support the employee’s continued employment in a safe environment. 

  

Q.  How does the employer know if the accommodation requested is the safest option for its employee who is 

a victim of domestic or sexual violence? 

A. Because the employee knows the circumstances of his or her situation, he or she is usually best able to 

determine both what threats to safety exist as well as what steps can be taken to increase safety.  Thus, when 

an employee makes a request for a reasonable safety accommodation, the employer should rely on the 

employee’s judgment. The employer should engage in an interactive process with the employee to develop a 

safety plan that best serves their needs. 

 

Q.  My employer is threatening to fire me because I am a victim of domestic or sexual violence.  What can I do? 

A.  The law says that your employer cannot fire you, pay you differently, or treat you negatively because you are 

a victim of domestic or sexual violence.  It is also unlawful to fire you or otherwise discriminate against you 

because you are being harassed at work by your abuser.  If you believe your employer is violating the law (or 

about to violate the law), you can seek assistance from a victim services advocate or make an inquiry with HCRC. 

 

Q.  As an employer, how can I be sure that all my employees will be safe? 

A.  We all want safe, productive workplaces.  This law is an opportunity to review your workplace violence 

prevention policy and ensure you have a policy that protects all employees, including those experiencing 

domestic or sexual violence. 

 

Q.  What remedies are available to an employee who is a victim of domestic or sexual violence if an employer 

discriminates against him/her based upon victim status?   

A.  Employees who believe their employer has violated the law may file a complaint with the Hawai‘i Civil Rights 

Commission within 180 days of the adverse act (e.g., termination, refusal to hire, denial of reasonable safety 

accommodation).  In certain instances, an employee may choose to file a private lawsuit in State Court for 

violations under H.R.S. chapter 378, part VI, the Victims Leave law.  Please consult a lawyer. 

 

Q.  How much leave am I entitled to take under the new law?  Does the new law affect my rights under the 

Victims Leave law?  

A.  The new law does not reduce the amount of leave an employee who is a victim of domestic or sexual 

violence can take under the existing Victims Leave law to address matters related to the domestic or sexual 

violence.  The  Victims Leave law provides, within a calendar year, up to 30 days of unpaid victim leave if the 

employer has 50 or more employees, or 5 days of unpaid victim leave in workplaces with fewer than 50 

employees.  Additional leave time may also be viewed as a reasonable accommodation to which employees who 

are victims of domestic or sexual violence may be entitled under H.R.S. chapter 378, part I. 


